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Growth Group Questions
Sunday May 29th, 2022

1. What is one thing from Faith Community Sunday
that stood out to you?

2. In Acts 2:42 we see the Disciples breaking bread
together. We encourage you as a growth group to
break bread together and share communion.

3. As we saw in Ruth and we also see in Acts 2
community is an important part of life. What are
some ways that we can work to build our
community?
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4. In Acts 3 we see Peter stop and look at the man and
really engage with him. What would it take for us to
stop and really look at a need? How does knowing
someone and knowing their story affect how you
may be inclined to help them? What can we do to
open our eyes more to the needs of those around
us?

5. In the story in Acts 3:1-10 we see a beggar at the
gates of the temple and we see that he was there
daily. How does Christ's example of loving others
inform how we interact with people who are in need?
How would we react to someone begging at the
doors of the church?

6. It seems that there is no formula to healing in
scripture and not everyone in scripture is healed.
What different methods do you see in the bible of
people being healed? How do we live in the tension
of asking for healing and being ok when healing
doesn’t happen?

7. People see miracles as a means to the end of faith
and clearly Jesus doesn’t see it that way. In Matthew
16:4 Jesus says we are a wicked generation who
need signs and wonders to believe.  Everybody
wants to see a miracle and feels like they need a
miracle to believe, but the shininess wears off. What
is it that sustains our faith?
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